Dominique BARJOT,
Professor Dr. of Modern and Contemporary
Economic History

Dear Colleagues,

Professor Dr HARA Terushi was a big historian of the French Economy. It is the reason why we are organizing a specific workshop in honour of Professor HARA. The workshop is organizing by an organization committee including François Caron, Dominique Barjot, Patrick Fridenson, Michèle Merger, Marie-Noëlle Polino and Suga Tatsuhiko.

The workshop will be chaired by Professor François Caron, supervisor of the Hara’s Thesis and to be held at the Maison Suger, where Professor HARA was living, when I stayed in France. Maison Suger is located rue Suger, near Saint-Michel Station, in Paris.

The purpose of the workshop is to present papers relative to the different axis of research of Hara Terushi:

1. History of the economic policies in France;
2. History of transports and communication;
3. History of cartels;
4. Economic History of the French Empire;
5. Economic History of the WW2;
6. History of the scientific organization and the productivity movement;
7. History of the Japanese investments in France;

If you agree to present a paper, we will be honored if you can send to us a precise title and a brief abstract (100 to 150 words) of your lecture.

With our best wishes,
Kind regards,
Yours sincerely
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